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I Want To Be A Ballerina 

When I Grow Up... Series - Drawing - Pencil On Plywood - H60cm x L45cm x D3cm - A$600 
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MELANIE BERESFORD IN CONVERSATION WITH NOELLA 

LOPEZ  

   

This new series “When I grow up...” is quite a different project for you. How 

did it start and how did it unfold? 

 

In some ways, yes this is quite a different project from previous ones. However, I have 

always found myself intrigued and fascinated by people and more particularly their 

hopes and vulnerabilities, and this theme is illustrated in this series as well. 

I’m at a stage in my life, where those around me are having children and as I spend 

more and more time with them, I can’t help but smile and laugh at what comes out of 

their mouths. My own childhood was akin to an adventure and upon seeing a glimpse 

of this in them I knew this was something I wanted to explore further. My last major 

work had a participative element to it, which I loved and I was keen to pursue this 

again, this time asking children what they wanted to be when they grew up. Once they 

shared their answers with me, I knew I was onto a rather fun path. 

 

What kind of challenges did you encounter? What discoveries did you make? 

What happened then? 

 

Getting children to sit still; trying to understand their answers; figuring out the best 

materials to use and the best way to portray my concept. Take your pick! Though 

seriously, any challenges I had along the way, only helped me refine my exploration. 

I discovered just how imaginative children are. Their earnest aspirations gave me 

hope for an interesting future where a child can dream and these dreams can come 

true. This led me to move towards plywood, a material I had used previously in a 

couple of series when I had attempted to look forward in time. Its innate dream-like 

quality, with its cloud-like wood grains, in and of itself inspires me. The use of 

scenery to tell each story, gave the work more grounding and more of a sense of 

reality – that these dreams might actually come true. This is something I personally 

believe is important, as if my own desire to be an artist had not been fostered and 



 

nurtured from an early age, I can only imagine where I might be today. And for that, I 

am very grateful to my family for collectively encouraging my creativity and not 

dismissing it as childish play. 

 

Where do you think you are at with this exploration?  

 

As I hear from new children that keep being added to the project, I find that I am 

constantly being inspired and excited. So in some ways, this project is very much 

driving itself, which is not always the case! I’m working towards an exhibition next 

year, where I will give each child their 15 minutes of fame per se, as they get a chance 

to make their dreams known to a larger audience. I’m hoping this will give them the 

confidence to keep at it, and inspire adults to keep chasing their dreams too! 
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MINI BIO 

 

Melanie Beresford is a Sydney based artist working across a range of disciplines 

including painting, drawing, installation and video. After receiving a BFA with 

Honours, she completed in 2013 a Masters of Fine Arts at the College of Fine Arts, 

UNSW. Beresford has had several solo exhibitions, the most recent “Safekeeping” 

in 2013 at Kudos Gallery, Sydney. She has also participated in over 30 group 

shows in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth, and was an artist in residence at Fraser 

Studios.  

"Nothing ever remains the same. Here one day and gone the next, we live in a world of 

constant flux - where loss and rebirth lay close at hand. In our search for security we often 

ignore the possibility of loss and to our own disadvantage. Like flames, relationships 

quickly appear and disappear, homes are built and destroyed. My close affinity with 

materiality and its ability to engage beyond a primary aesthetic level, has led me to explore 

a range of media throughout my practice. Influenced by my own life experiences, my work 

has evolved as I navigate humanity’s vulnerabilities." 
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I Want To Be A Boy by Melanie Beresford 
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When I Grow Up... Series - Drawing - Pencil and Enamel On Board - H90cm x L60cm x D3cm - A$700  
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